Our New Golden Rules to
Keep us Safe
We have to think of our class as ‘bubbles’ with us inside them. We can’t mix with
children who are not in our ‘bubble’ group. This is so that the virus has less chance to
spread if someone catches it. So:
We come to school at different times to other classes. It is important to be on
time so that we do not mix with people outside of our bubble.
We have lots of breaks but at different times to other bubbles.
We must wash or sanitise our hands every time we come into school, including
after breaks.
We can only go to the toilet when all of our bubble goes because we can’t
wander around school alone.
We must stay with our bubble groups all of the time. We can’t leave the
classroom or do any jobs or take messages.
When we are walking around school we must not touch any surfaces.
If we need to cough or sneeze, we must use a hankie or our elbow. Remember,
CATCH it in a hankie, BIN it, KILL any germs by sanitising your hands. People
who don’t do this will have consequences from their teachers such as missing
breaks, fun activities or speaking to parents.
Avoid touching your face.
We have our temperature taken every morning to make sure we are OK.
We have our lunches delivered to our classrooms. We must clean our tables
before and after eating. We must also clean our hands before and after eating.
At the end of the day we leave school at different times to other bubbles so
that we can’t meet and our parents are kept safe because they are not waiting
in a large crowd.
If our behaviour is not good, you cannot be sent to see people who are not in
your bubble. However, your teacher can send for someone to come. You may
have consequences such as missing breaks, missing fun activities or your
teacher might want to talk to parents.
In classes we have to sit separately and we can’t share equipment. You may be
asked to use special wipes to clean your equipment at the end of the day.
If you feel unwell, you must tell an adult immediately.

